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Abstract 
Farmers access to information is more than the government propaganda way, television news and wireless radio, 
although can obtain a lot of information, but the transmission way limited, and there are disadvantages, such as 
pertinence, so need through a more efficient, more convenient and is more specific ways to provide information 
service for the farmers. This paper provides an embedded equipment of VOD broadcast system for hd video, meet 
people's needs, emphasizing the VOD programs based on P2P network research embedded video VOD system under 
Linux.
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology 
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1. Introduction
At present, our country has a lot of agricultural video resources strewn on all over the country 
agriculture organization, if the farmers need for the video shows on the server, and farmers from other 
nodes hard disk video of the countryside, gain agricultural Internet not convenient, along with the 
wireless bandwidth of development, can through the wireless Internet, selection of the vod system based 
on P2P, China agricultural university letter electricity institute digital media laboratory can not only 
provide agricultural video resources, still can help a server to find source [1]. 
Video on demand is based on user needs as the leading video system, how to improve the video of the 
vod system scalability and in dynamic environment, become the reliability of the video on demand 
system of large scale application key. The traditional video vod system based on C/S (/ Server for) mode, 
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it for each request distribution a data flow, when the number of users, large-scale growing, especially the 
vod popular program, the system will be difficult to provide quality guarantee, so it can't meet a lot of vod 
services. More and more scholars focusing on the Internet video service, including real-time streaming 
media [2-3] and video on demand service [4-5]. But video service need to take up a lot of network 
bandwidth, the traditional C/S network service for video service in providing structure by the great 
challenges.
2. Back ground and related work 
P2P makes the interaction between the network node becomes more convenient and efficient, and 
really eliminate the middle nodes. In a P2P network of nodes may directly connected to other nodes 
exchange files rather than like a traditional C/S network service structure of node must connect to server 
browse and download. P2P makes the traditional network structure on the server from for the center for 
change in the network as the center. Computing resources, storage resources and other service ability are 
scattered in the network node on, each node need cooperation to achieve various services. Nodes in 
network provide services enjoy P2P and for the other nodes in network provide service, which means 
users at the role and played a server client, thus effectively avoid the role possible performance 
bottlenecks. P2P technology USES the distributed network model can well solve the traditional C/S mode 
the bottleneck problem of network bandwidth. If the P2P technology into VOD system, users can 
according to their network status and system capacity through a connection with other users to share 
video data, so it can reduce the server load pressure, fully utilize the network bandwidth, improve the 
quality of the video show broadcast, even if is a large number of users to access video server, also won't 
be caused by the server load stress and make low service quality or system paralyzed. 
P2P technology of network node can be contacted directly. Say simply, through the P2P network 
nodes can be directly interaction between P2P makes the interaction between the network node becomes 
more convenient and efficient, and really eliminate the middle nodes. In a P2P network of nodes may 
directly connected to other nodes exchange files rather than like a traditional C/S network service 
structure of node must connect to server browse and download. P2P makes the traditional network 
structure on the server from for the center for change in the network as the center. Computing resources, 
storage resources and other service ability are scattered in the network node on, each node need 
cooperation to achieve various services. Nodes in network provide services enjoy P2P and for the other 
nodes in network provide service, which means users at the role and played a server client, thus 
effectively avoid the role possible performance bottlenecks. [6] 
Traditional distributed multimedia system mainly use the client/server model, server to unicast way 
and every client establishes a connection. Because of streaming media services with high bandwidth, 
duration is long, etc, with the rapid increase of the number of customers, the server resources such as 
bandwidth was quickly depleted, become a system bottlenecks. In order to solve the system scalability 
issues, many research advances some corresponding solving methods [23]. Such as IP multicast 
technology is put forward for server and the batch (batching) technology, patch (patching) technology, 
periodic radio and flow cooperation, flow (pinghacking technology such as carrying), although in the 
lower server bandwidth needs and customer waiting time of good results, but merely relieves the pressure 
of the server. [7-9] 
In general, a typical VOD system design including the following several mostly module [10] : the 
server on demand service module; Server application service module; Server management module; 
Network transmission equipment; The user terminals. 
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From the module form on watching VOD system, the design involving many fields, the main core 
technology including multimedia data compression technology, multimedia network transmission 
technology and multimedia database technology [11]. 
3. VOD system model based on P2P technology  
The overall goal of the project is based on multimedia technology and P2P technology to agriculture, 
video resources for research object, in the existing multimedia playback system based on the analysis of 
the characteristics of the study, based on embedded Linux HD media player of the VOD system model to 
solve the agricultural informatization, provide a reference way and the scientific basis. 
3.1   Building structure, in this hybrid P2P structure with distributed super node of the build VOD system. 
P2P mixed architecture is the third generation of P2P network architecture (as shown in figure 1), in 
this structure built with distributed super node P2P system, replacing the central indexing servers. Due to 
the hierarchical fast search algorithm use, save a lot of time in line. No central control node, whenever a 
or DuoGe node does not work will not make the whole network paralyzed. Stored in the node and the 
contents of the points to through the quick search of the index system of rapid extraction from a particular 
location. 
Fig. 1. P2P mixed structure diagram 
3.2    streaming media real-time transmission technology all kinds of relevant agreement 
Your RTP/RTCP work, from your RTP agreement upper receiving streaming media information data 
stream, assembly into your RTP packet to the lower, and the lower layer protocols that provide your RTP 
and diversion of RTCP. As in the UDP, use your RTP even number port, the corresponding RTCP use 
later the odd number port. Your RTP packet no length limitation, and it's only the lower agreement by big 
long limit. 
3.3    multimedia data synchronization way and buffer mechanism 
Audio video synchronization, namely during the broadcast audio to ensure lip phone synchronization. 
In audio and video data transmission based on your RTP agreement, VOD streaming media server to send 
in the mutual correlation of your RTP packet first add audio timezone, then VOD client in accordance 
with the time stamp said the timing relationships in streaming video and audio stream set point to ensure 
synchronization between synchronization. The client should correctly play streaming media data, need a 
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certain number of buffer, used to cope with the loss of data packets and disorder, but also for the client 
control provides conditions. 
3.4   priority caching algorithm 
Put forward the backup data caching algorithm is at least, the core idea is the choice of each demand 
all nodes the least backup data block cache, between the nodes backup caching data distribution 
uniformity, thus greatly increasing the neighbor nodes get the data from the probability. 
4. System overview 
The system model (as shown in figure 3), 0 layer is the server nodes, save the broadcast video to the 
source data, cluster head node (1 layer) from the server nodes get data directly, the server is all cluster 
head node of the parent directly; And data distribution tree layer 2 and under the network structure model 
with a part of the thought, namely each node has a parent and DuoGe candidate nodes can be finished, 
father of the path, and many transmission to improve the quality of the transmission. 
The system is to build TCP/UDP protocol on, and bottom-up into three layers: P2P node management 
control layer, data flow management, P2P application layer media data. 
Node management control layer is responsible for the construction of: based on P2P cover, complete 
the streaming media the data transmission and control information transfer. And provide the index and 
resources location services. 
Data flow management: shall be responsible for the maintenance of nodes and the logical relationship 
between nodes, and to all sorts of media format provides interface, responsible for streaming media data 
monitoring scheduling and cache management thought media application layer provides the data flow 
service.
Media application layer: including streaming media data input and output and streaming media data 
coding and decoding function. 
Fig. 2. system model 
In view of the film and systems management (as shown in figure 4), the user or the administrator 
through the browser to HTTP protocol and server interaction. In the film, the customer through play 
RTSP/your RTP agreement and server interaction, through TCP/UDP protocol and partners to obtain the 
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node interactive video content. So the whole system into the link is clicked/Server and the mixed structure 
for/Server. 
Fig. 3. demand flow diagram 
5   Summary 
Through the investigation of VOD, have certain knowledge, and based on the construction SMP8653 
digital hd media player hardware platform, at the same time for P2P technology, network technology, 
multimedia technology and Linux system programming had the preliminary understanding. The design 
and implementation of this system is completely feasible.  
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